Prevent Injuries

Remove Your Jewelry
INTRODUCTION & IMPORTANCE
Jewelry includes watches, wedding rings, bracelets, necklaces, body piercings and facial jewelry.
Jewelry at work is a major safety hazard and can cause serious injuries.
Jewelry can get caught in power tools or stuck against objects, conveyors, and moving parts of machinery.

CONSEQUENCES
Wearing jewelry at work could result in:
• torn earlobes
• injured fingers, hands, wrists, neck
• amputated fingers or limbs
• electric shock
• lost-time from work
• the need for medical care

PROCEDURE/ PRACTICE
Remove all jewelry and store it or do not bring it to work.

APPLICATION OR FOLLOW-UP
Continue training with other Policy & Work Rules posters.

SUMMARY
Do not wear jewelry when you work with power tools and machinery.
Accidents and injuries are harmful and could be life threatening to you and your co-workers.

NOTE
Caught jewelry can drag you into machinery. You could lose your fingers, hands, arms or even your life if your jewelry gets caught.

ASK
Do you know anyone who has been injured at work from wearing jewelry?
MULTIPLE ALLERGIES

Workplace Jewellery Holders come decorated on the FRONT side with the choice of six Safety First messages.

Item # 1350 - LeClasp KEY Holder comes identified on the front and back sides with worker emergency Medical Alert ID Information (50A - 50D) Equips workers who wear Medic Alert Identification (ID) jewellery with a non-dangling SUBSTITUTE that can be worn safely and kept on their person at all times in the workplace.

Item # 1352 - Extra Organization Logo and Safety Slogan on the BACK

Workplace No Jewellery Program

Quickie Virtual Proposal:

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, visit www.LeClasp.com

PHASE 1 - LeClasp Worker JEWELLERY Holder:

Handles the essentials of the safety initiative --- equipping employees with a jewellery holding device where they can attach rings, bracelets, necklaces, watches, body piercings, etc. BEFORE walking through machinery, conveyers, tools, vehicles, etc.

PHASE 2 - LeClasp Medical Alert Id KEY Holder

It is a portable jewellery box!

Our Solution

The Problem

Workplace No Jewellery Program (Phase 1 and 2)
The choice is Yours.
A Finger or a Ring?

April 6

COUNTERMEASURE
Use YourJewelleryHolder!
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up in the hospital that January day.

I was horrified as I looked at
I moved toward the ground, and my ring caught in one of the U-shaped grooves used for securing canvas covers on the trailer.
I needed to get my wet-weather
gear, which was in a shelter on the back of an LMTV trailer. I climbed
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The doctors there told me
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This Little Piggy...

The tissue, nerves, and vessels were torn horizontally, and reattaching my finger would require 8 to 10
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